
BABY & TODDLER EXTRAS (prices per week)

Baby Bath - £3.50 Changing Mat - £3.00
Lovely white bath with yellow ducks. Colourful, durable, easy-to-clean changing mat for baby.

Baby Bouncer (Standard) £4.20 Footmuff (Cosytoes) – from £6.00
Ideal for feeding and play and a comfy  Keep your little one's feet warm and cosy when the 
place for a nap too. weather gets chilly.

Baby Bouncer (Winnie the Pooh) - £7.00 Linen - £ various
Great for feeding and giving baby a stimulating A selection of linen for all ages.
and safe place to play. Please see separate page for details.

Baby Bouncer (Luxury Rainforest) - £10.50 Parasol - £2.50
Luxury colourful Fisher Price bouncer with songs and, A universal parasol that fits most pushchairs.
sounds, deluxe padded seating and detachable toy bar.

Baby Carrier (Standard) £7.00 Plastic plate and cutlery set - £4.00
A safe and snug forward facing carrier.  Baby can Plate, bowl and tumbler plus plastic spoon and fork.
be positioned to hug your body or face forwards.

Baby Carrier (Deluxe) £10.50 Potty - £2.00 
Award-winning 2 position carrier.  Straps and harness If you are toilet training when on holiday, this compact
give superior carrying comfort. potty is easy to store, portable and easy to clean.

Baby Back Carrier (back carrier) £14.00 Stairgate - £10.50
A lightweight carrier that gives both parent Fits most stairway openings.  Extensions available.
and child maximum comfort

Baby Growbag - £8.00 Steriliser (electric) - £4.00
The safe alternative to baby bedding and linen. Tommee Tippee electric steriliser with bottle brush and  
Laundered after every use. and tongs.  Takes most bottle sizes.

Bed Guard - £10.50 Snoozeshade - £4.00
Single or double-sided bed guards, depending Fits most pushchairs and allows baby to sleep safely and
upon the position of the bed in the room. easily in the daytime.  With 50+UVP.

Blackout Curtain - £8.00 Toiletries (see main page for details) - £ various
Large, easy to use blackout curtain.  Uses suckers Let us know what nappies/diapers, and other toiletries
to attach firmly to window. you require and we'll include them with your order.

Blanket (for stroller or car seat) - £6.00 Toilet trainer seat - £2.50
A universal blanket which can be used either to keep A sturdy toilet seat to give your little one that added
baby warm in a pushchair or car seat. feeling of security when using unfamiliar toilets.

Booster Seat (feeding) - £8.00 Toy Boxes – from £5.25
A safe alternative to highchairs for older children. Toy Boxes suitable from 6 months+.  See main page.

 
Bottle Warmer (Electric) - £4.00 Toys (see main page for details) – from £1
Warms bottles and food in just a few minutes.       Individual toys from just £1 per week.

        
“We can't thank you enough for bringing the stress levels down by being so reliable”. 
Kimberly T, Vancouver
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